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ABSTRACT 

In clothing shops, finding user’s desired dress manually is time consuming and needs 

a large amount of human labor. Although k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) search algorithm is 

one of the most popular methods among many classification tools, it has resulted in higher 

computation time complexity as it used all training data to classify a new test sample. In 

order to solve the above mentioned problems, it is necessary to combine conventional kNN 

algorithm and K-Prototype algorithm depend on partitioning methods for this search 

system. In proposed system, kNN search algorithm is mainly used to find the similar items 

with user preference and to produce the dress codes of the item. There are two main stages 

in this system. The first stage is the grouping stage, which is clustering the clothes group 

depending on their attribute values by using K-Prototype algorithm. The second stage is 

testing stage, which is searching the most similar group depending on user choices by using 

kNN search algorithm. The proposed system is then analyzed in terms of processing time 

and root mean square error (RMSE) values and compared to highlight the processing time 

by using the combination of K-Prototype and kNN algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In digital era, every business needs to run the technology in their workplace in order 

to keep pace with demanding customer services and satisfaction. One of the most important 

challenges for the clothing shop is to choose garments with quality fit to the customers’ 

needs. Poor recommended garments may never get satisfaction of the users so they even 

lose their customers. Alternatively, it is tedious for salesmen to find suitable patterns 

among bulk of dress available in the shop.  To resolve that problem, the computerized 

software can be implemented by using some data mining technique. 

 The supervised learning classification is one of the most well-known techniques 

that helps to classify the new observation in which category belongs. The most popular 

classification algorithm is the k-Nearest-Neighbors classifier (kNN) which is widely 

applied in various fields [13, 34] and often used in search applications where you are 

looking for similar items [37]. Owing to its simplicity, effectiveness and ease of 

implementation, it has been rated one of the top ten data mining approaches [34]. However, 

kNN is one of the accepted classification tool and used all training samples in the 

classification which cause to a high level of computation time complexity. For reducing 

the computation time complexity of kNN, the combination of K-Prototype and kNN 

algorithms should be used. In this system, k-Nearest-Neighbors search algorithm is used 

for searching most similar dress codes. 

Clustering is a method for constructing several groups of similar data [14]. It 

divides data into “clusters” or groups such that similar points are grouped into the same 

cluster as well as the dissimilar points are come together into the different clusters. Among 

clustering algorithm, K-Means algorithm is mainly used for only numeric data and K-Prototype 

algorithm is integrated the K-Means and K-Modes algorithm which is used for the mixed data 

such as numeric and categorical data [15, 23]. It is used to separate the different groups from a 

large amount of all data objects. In this system, a combination of K-Prototype and 

conventional kNN search algorithms which are used in the grouping stage and testing stage 

respectively. The grouping stage is clustering the clothes group depending on their attribute 

values. The testing stage is searching the most similar clothes depending on user choices.  

In case, it is worth stating that kNN can select the best subset of the original dataset that are 
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very nearly matched with user’s preferences. Moreover, it is found that the processing time of 

using kNN with K-Prototype can reduce the time of using only kNN. 

For searching the similar dress groups in this system, K-Prototype algorithm is used 

to separate the different groups from a large amount of all data objects. The information 

used in describing clothes are mixed-data due to combination of size, style (categorical) 

and rating (numeric). K-Prototype algorithm is used to handle the mixed-attributes types 

without altering any data type. Furthermore, the proposed clothes searching system 

anticipates to practice kNN search algorithm to find the top-most similar dresses from the 

group obtained from K-Prototype algorithm in the grouping stage. 

 

1.1 Objectives of the Thesis 

The main objectives of this thesis are to observe the way that can more quickly 

optimize the process of searching the most preferred clothes. The other objectives of this 

study include the followings:  

 To apply K-Prototype algorithm for mixed type data  

 To implement the combination of K-Prototype and k-Nearest Neighbor search 

algorithms for reducing computation time complexity of conventional kNN  

 To assist shopkeepers by providing a list of dress codes that are almost matched 

with user’s preferences  

 To save labor and time in finding the most matched clothes that the user wants 

 

1.2 Motivation of the Thesis 

In recent times, many researchers in data mining field have technologically 

advanced a series of challenges for fulfilling the necessities of realistic applications. On 

the other hand, the computerized software is needed in real applications for to save times 

and labors. Specifically, searching items have been an esteemed and encouraged of 

research challenges in both selecting the value of class for testing data and splitting a given 

stacks of data items into different clusters [1, 18]. This thesis is focused on the searching 

task with its related issues. As one of the top ten classical algorithms in the data mining 
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field, kNN is an instance-based and lazy learning method. However, kNN has some 

drawbacks. It has the disadvantages of large storage or memory consumption along with 

high computational complexity that affects the accuracy of search processing. 

Accordingly, some improvements concerned with the weaknesses of kNN 

algorithm have firstly reviewed in this thesis. The clustering based on K-Prototype and 

kNN search algorithm is used for searching items. This combination has proved that the 

experimental results perform better than traditional kNN algorithm. Additionally, it saves 

a lot of computational times and compares error rate values with RMSE. 

 

1.3 Organization of the Thesis 

 

This thesis is primarily comprised of five chapters. The general concepts of data 

mining field and the related issues of the searching task is introduced in Chapter 1. Then, 

the motivations and objectives of the thesis are also given in this chapter. Chapter 2 presents 

theoretical foundations and approaches that point out the related works in field of data 

mining, and provides the background knowledge for understanding the subsequent 

chapters. The detailed technical context in which the study is focused on the K-Prototype 

and kNN search algorithms to cover the detail processing of this system is described in 

Chapter 3.  The architecture of the proposed clothes searching system, overview design 

and implementation of the system are demonstrated in Chapter 4. The experimental results 

that have been carried out as part of this thesis are also presented in Chapter 5. The 

outcomes of this system are concluded in this chapter and the future scopes related to this 

thesis are also offered. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND THEORY  

 

This chapter provides the technical context for the work related to the topic of data 

mining that will help to outlook throughout this thesis. The principal study of this work is 

classification task based on clustering approach with the combination of K-Prototype and 

kNN methods for clothes searching system. Hence, it is meaningful to review the literature 

in both clustering and classification areas. Firstly, this chapter describes a preliminary 

explanation of the brief introduction of data mining covering its functionalities and 

applications usage. Afterward, the various approaches to clustering and classification with 

their related works are also discussed. Finally, this chapter offers the issues and challenges 

that is important to evaluate a great amount of data concerned with the accuracy 

performance.  

 

2.1 Overview of Data Mining 

The improvement of effective mechanisms for data management in database 

technology eventually led to the necessity of data analysis. It is difficult to acquire the fast 

and proper information only with the traditional manual analysis that may cause very 

cumbersome and tedious. Consequently, data mining started the situation in growth out of 

this necessity [14]. Due to the essential requirement for turning such raw data into the 

meaningful information, it takes an advantage in different domains such as personal data, 

business transactions, medical, surveillance video, satellite sensing and scientific data etc. 

Hence, a lot of data gathered from these various domains that may be useless without 

appropriate analysis to obtain the useful information. 

Through data mining, the hidden patterns and correlations from the vast amounts 

of data can be effectively extract in the form of knowledge discovery that may possibly 

semiautomatic or automatic. It can provide the valuable guideline for information 

processing in many application areas. In particular, data mining encompasses the 

transformation, integration, multiple disciplines techniques such as statistics, database 

technology, information retrieval, machine learning, pattern recognition, data 
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visualization, image and signal processing, high-performance computing and spatial data 

analysis [14].  

Accordingly, data mining has been advanced as the effect of the evolution of 

information technology. Data Mining is also popularly well-known as a synonym for 

Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) which is composed of an iterative sequence of 

steps in the knowledge discovery process as show in the following figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 2.1 The Steps of KDD Process 

In the above figure, the steps of KDD process are leading from raw data collections 

in the various database into some form of new knowledge that can be drawn conclusions 

[12]. The iterative sequence of KDD process consists of the following steps: 

(i) Data cleaning: it is the initial phase which removes inconsistent, irrelevant and 

noise data from the collections. 

(ii) Data integration: at this phase, data (often heterogeneous) from multiple data 

sources is combined into the common data source. 

(iii) Data selection: The third phase is defined to retrieve the relevant data from the 

data collection or database for the analysis task. 

(iv) Data transformation: it is also recognized as data consolidation in which the 

selected data is used to transform into forms suitable for the mining process by 

performing the operations such as aggregation or summary. 

(v) Data mining: it is the critical phase in which efficient and intelligent techniques 

are applied with the intention of extracting data patterns supposedly useful. 

(vi) Pattern evaluation: a procedure that identifies the strictly interesting   patterns 

representing knowledge according to some incorrect measures. 

(vii) Knowledge presentation: The final phase where the mined or discovered 

knowledge is visually represented to the user. It is the indispensable step that 
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utilizes knowledge representation and visualization techniques helping the 

users to simply understand and interpret the results of data analysis. 

Generally, some of these seven phases are used to combine together such as data 

cleaning phase and data integration phase can be accomplished together as a preprocessing 

phase in order to create a data warehouse. Likewise, data selection phase and data 

transformation phase may be integrated where the output of the selection. For instance, the 

selection is completed on transformed data for the case of data warehouses. And, new 

observed data can be elected or further transformed as well as new data sources are 

combined for getting the various appropriate results. Based on the perspective of KDD 

process [12], the architecture of a classical data mining system has the following main 

components: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Architecture of a Classical Data Mining System 

Knowledge base contains the domain knowledge where the attentiveness of 

resulting patterns is used to guide to evaluate or search. It includes hierarchical concept for 

consolidating attribute values into various abstraction levels. Another examples of domain 

knowledge are user beliefs, extra interestingness thresholds or constraints and metadata 

from multiple heterogeneous sources. The pattern evaluation component normally works 

interestingness measures by interacting with the data mining engine in order to filter out 

the interested patterns.  
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For effective data mining, it is highly recommended to drive the pattern evaluation 

as deep as possible into the data mining process by limiting the search merely on the 

interesting patterns. In case, the types of mining patterns depend on the tasks of data mining 

[14]. On the whole, there are two main types of data mining tasks as descriptive and 

predictive. The descriptive type of data mining defines the general properties of the existing 

data whereas the predictive type attempt to make predictions depending on interpretation 

of the available data. 

The user interface component communicates between the data mining system and 

users by providing the helpful information or specifying a data mining query. It performs 

the exploratory data mining based on the intermediate results of data mining practice.  

Additionally, the user is allowed to browse the data structures or schema of database 

repositories, evaluate and visualize the mining patterns into various forms. In view of that, 

the core step of KDD is so-called data mining that applies efficient mining algorithm for 

exploring the hidden patterns and making the predictabilities. 

 

2.1.1 Functionalities of Data Mining  

As the functionalities of data mining, it is required to discover the types of patterns 

which may be influenced by the data mining tasks employed. By and large, there are two 

main categories in the tasks of data mining such as descriptive and predictive tasks [14]. 

However, the predictive data mining tasks which attempt to carry out predictions by 

inference on the current available data. The variety of knowledge discovered by the data 

mining functionalities [12] are briefly described as the following: 

 (i)  Characterization  

The characterization of data is referred to a summarization of the general features/ 

characteristics of objects in a target class under the characteristic rules. The relevant data 

for a user-defined class which is typically retrieved by database query, and then it is 

executed on a summarization module to extract the core data at various levels of 

abstractions. Owing to holding the summarization of data in a data cube, even OLAP 

operations can simply fit the data characterization’s purpose. In case for the University, 

the students’ characteristics that can be produced by generating a profile of all the first 
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year students who studied in major of computing science together with their information 

like maximum number of courses undertaken and a high GPA (Grade Point Average). 

 (ii)  Discrimination 

In the function of data discrimination, it produces a set of rules for discriminant 

that is primarily a comparison of the general features of data objects with the general 

features of contrasting class and the target class. In addition, data discrimination 

techniques are very resembling the techniques of data characterization except that the 

results of data discrimination take account of comparative measures. 

(iii)  Association Analysis 

Association analysis is the discovery of what are generally known as association 

rules presenting the conditions of attribute-value that occur frequently together in a 

particular data collection or transactional databases. That study may be influenced by a 

threshold termed support that identifies the frequent item sets. Another threshold includes 

confidence that is the conditional probability rather than an item appears together with 

another item in a single transaction. Thus, this process may denote as the process for 

defining association rules. Association analysis is generally used for retail sales or market 

basket analysis to pinpoint the data patterns which are frequently bought together. 

Additional Association analysis can be accomplished to reveal the interesting statistical 

correlations amongst the associated attribute-value pairs for analyzing no effect or 

positive-negative pair between them. 

 (iv) Classification 

It is the process of searching a function that describes the concepts of data with the 

intention of being able to exploit this function to estimate the objects’ class whose 

categorical of class labels (unordered, discrete) is unknown. This resulting function is 

performed depending on the analysis of training dataset in which class labels for all objects 

are already known. Therefore, it is also known as supervised classification to categorize 

new objects. Classification method can be described as (IF-THEN) Rules, Neural 

Networks, Decision Trees and Mathematical Formulae. 
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(v)  Regression 

Regression is a process that enables to model the continuous-valued functions. 

Accordingly, the resultant regression model can be used to predict the unattainable or 

missing values for numerical data more readily than class labels of discrete data. 

(vi) Prediction 

The main idea of prediction is to use a large number of past values for considering 

the possible future values. Prediction has attracted for forecasting the potential 

implications of successful identification in business trends or context. There are two main 

types of predictions. The first type of predictions is that it guesses the pending trends for 

some unavailable data values or a class label for some data. In the second type of 

predictions, it is tangled to classification in which a classification model is constructed 

based on a given training dataset. And so, the class label of a data object can be forecasted 

by the object’s attribute values and its classes. 

 (vii) Clustering 

It is organizing the similar kind of objects into classes or clusters without referring 

a known class label and thus it is also known as unsupervised classification. In the event, 

the objects are grouped based on the principle of maximizing the intra-class similarity (i.e. 

high similarity between objects within the same cluster) as well as minimizing the inter-

class similarity (i.e. very dissimilar between objects in different cluster). Cluster analysis 

can facilitate the taxonomy formation such that the observations are organized into a 

hierarchy of classes having the similar events. By way of taking an advantage of clustering 

techniques, sparse and dense regions in object space can be further identified. Similarly, 

it can discover the correlations and overall distribution pattern between data attributes. 

(viii) Outlier Analysis 

Outliers are data elements that are not able to be grouped in a particular cluster or 

class. Outlier analysis is very essential to identify the surprised or excepted data elements 

that do not conform with the general model or behavior of the data available. In some 

applications, outliers can be considered as noise and discarded so that it could be very 

significant to reveal the valuable of their analysis. For example, outlier analysis can be 

implemented for fraud detection in credit card transactions with a large amount of dataset. 
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(ix) Analysis of Evolution and Deviation  

The analysis of evolution and deviation is concerned with the behavior of data 

objects changing over time. The evolutionary analysis model in data that allow the 

characterizing, classification, comparing and clustering of time-related data. On the other 

hand, the deviation analysis studies differences between measured and expected values 

for discovering the deviations cause from the anticipated values. 

 

2.1.2 Applications of Data Mining  

 Data mining is a reasonably innovative technology that has not completely matured. 

Many data mining applications are being developed or available that improves business 

efficiency. Despite this, a number of industries have been already exploited the applications 

of data mining on a regular basis. Some of these activities include hospitals, retail stores, 

insurance companies and banks using comprehensive and versatile data mining 

functionalities. Some are specialized systems designed for a particular data source that 

offer the limited functionalities of data mining [30]. Many industries are integrating data 

mining with pattern recognition, statistics and other essential tools in order to find the 

hidden patterns that would otherwise be difficult to discover them. Therefore, this 

technology is prevalent in many trades so that it generates smart marketing decisions by 

learning more about their behavior of customers. A major issue in data mining applications 

is that real life problems are solved to know ahead of the time. The successful data mining 

applications in different industries gaining the competitive advantages [25] that are 

elaborated in this section. 

Education: it is an evolving field, so-called Educational Data Mining (EDM) that 

puts emphasis on developing techniques to discover knowledge originating from the 

educational environments. The leading objectives of EDM are to predict the future learning 

behavior of the students, improve the scientific knowledge for learning methods and learn 

the sound effects in provision of education. In order to take the accurate decisions and 

predict the outcomes of the student, the educational institutions utilize the data mining 

application focusing on how to teach and what to teach students. In consequence, the 

students’ learning pattern is able to capture for developing the teaching techniques with the 

aids of data mining [30].  
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Financial Banking: through computerized banking, huge amount of data can be 

quickly generated by distributed data mining techniques that contribute for solving 

problems in banking. These financial problems that are not instantly apparent to managers 

such that finding hidden patterns, correlations in business information and market prices. 

With these information, managers can take the advantages of retaining, acquiring, 

targeting, better segmenting as well as maintaining a profitable customer. Likewise, data 

mining can detect the fraudulent transactions of credit cards by analyzing the previous 

transactions [5] so that bank can launch various special offers to recall their customers. 

Research Analysis: researchers are applying the historical data that indicate the 

revolutionary changes in research trends. In case, data mining is useful for cleaning raw 

data, preprocessing and integration of different databases. Owing to data mining, 

researchers are capable of finding any similar data from data collections that might fetch 

any change in the research works [25]. Additionally, visual data mining and data 

visualization techniques are arranged for providing the clear view of the data. 

Lie Detection: in text mining, capturing a criminal is easy whereas conveying the 

truth is really difficult. In order to monitor communication of doubted terrorists and 

investigate crime, law enforcement can apply the data mining techniques. The line 

detection process seeks to discover the meaningful patterns in data containing the 

unstructured text. The data sample gathered from previous investigations that are compared 

and created a model for lie detection.  With this model, crime matching process can be 

performed as stated by the necessity of institution. 

Telecommunication: with the development of communication technologies, 

telecommunication is one of the most developing industries by providing the various 

communication services. Applying data mining techniques in telecommunication industry 

that can help to detect fraudulent activities, identify the patterns of telecommunication, 

resource optimization, improve the quality of telecommunication services and visualize the 

telecommunication data analysis. 

Healthcare: data mining techniques can support the healthiness systems taking a 

great potential for improving healthcare as well as reducing costs. Researchers use data 

analytics approaches such as statistics, machine learning, multi-dimensional databases, soft 

computing, artificial intelligence and data visualization. These approaches can be operated 
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to predict a large number of patients in every category of diseases by ensuring that patients 

must receive the appropriate care at the right place in the right time. Moreover, data mining 

approaches can service the healthcare insurers to identify fraud and abuse.   

 

2.2  Major Clustering Methods 

In literature, there are a large number of clustering algorithms, thus the choice of 

suitable algorithm depends not only on the type of data available but also on the specific 

purpose of application. In condition that cluster analysis may be used as an exploratory or 

descriptive tool, it is probable to attempt various algorithms on the same data to discover 

what the data may disclose. The major clustering methods can generally be classified into 

five categories with an introduction to integrate the concepts of several clustering methods 

[9]. In the following sub-sections, each of these five clustering methods are examined in 

detail.  

 

2.2.1 Partitioning Methods  

Given a desired database of n objects or data tuples in which a partition method 

creates k partitions of that data where each partition may represent a single cluster and k 

<= n. That is to say, this method classifies the data into k groups according to satisfy the 

following requirements: 

(1) each cluster group must have at least one object, and 

(2) each object must be a member of exactly one group 

In occurrence that the second requirement is able to be relaxed in some fuzzy 

partitioning technique. Given k (i.e. the number of partitions), it can be used to create as 

an initial partition. Then, an iterative relocation technique is used to improve the 

partitioning by moving data objects from one cluster/group to one another. Here, the 

general criterion of a good partitioning is that objects within the same cluster are related to 

each other or “close”. On the other hand, objects within the different clusters are very 

different or “far apart”. There are different types of additional criteria for judging the 

partitions quality [14, 16]. Examples of partition methods include relocation algorithms, 

probabilistic clustering, K-Medoids and K-Means algorithms.  
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To attain the overall optimality of this method, it would need the comprehensive 

enumeration of all of the possible partitions. As an alternative, most applications accept 

one of two popular heuristic methods such that K-Means and K-Medoids algorithms. These 

two clustering methods that work well to find out the spherical-shaped clusters in small to 

medium-sized databases. However, finding clusters with huge amount of data and complex 

shapes, partitioning-based methods must need to be extended.  

 

2.2.2 Hierarchical Methods  

A hierarchical method generates a hierarchical decomposition of the specified data 

objects. This type of methods can be classified as either divisive or agglomerative based 

on the formation of the hierarchical decomposition. The divisive approach is known as the 

top-down approach that starts with all the objects in the same cluster until a termination 

condition or eventually each object is held in one cluster. The agglomerative approach is 

so-called the bottom-up approach that starts with each object forming a separate group. 

And then, it consecutively merges the objects or groups nearly one another until a 

termination condition or all groups are merged into one (the topmost level of the hierarchy). 

However, a major problem of these techniques is that they cannot correct the mistaken 

decisions. It suffers the fact that once a step (merge or split) is completed, it can never be 

undone. This rigidity takes that it leads to smaller computation costs for not worrying about 

a combinatorial number of different choices. There are some approaches for improving the 

quality of hierarchical partitioning method [16] such that BIRCH is one of the examples of 

combining hierarchical method with distance-based clustering. 

 

2.2.3 Density-Based Methods  

In density-based method, it is based on the notion of density by the way of density-

connected points. The main idea of this method is to continue growing a given cluster as 

long as the density in its “neighborhood” (number of data points or objects) that exceeds 

some threshold. That is, for each data point within a particular cluster, the neighborhood 

of a particular radius has to cover at least a minimum number of points. Such method can 

be used to filter out outliers or noise as well as discover the clusters with arbitrary shape. 

DBSCAN is a typical example of density-based clustering method that grows clusters in 
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relation to a density threshold. Similarly, OPTICS is a kind of density-based method [11] 

that computes an augmented clustering assembling for interactive and automatic cluster 

analysis. 

 

2.2.4 Grid-Based Methods  

It methods perform the quantization of the instance space into an exact number of 

cells to form a grid structure. All operations of clustering task are accomplished on that 

grid structure. The key advantage of grid-based approach is its fast processing time, which 

is normally independent of the number of data points or objects [9]. However, it is 

dependent on the number of cells in each dimension in the quantized space. STING is a 

representative model of a grid-based method. Two clustering algorithms such as the wave-

cluster and CLIQUE which are both density-based and grid-based methods. 

 

2.2.5 Model-Based Clustering Methods  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Summary of Major Clustering Methods 
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This method imagines a model for each of the clusters and bargains the best fit of 

the data to the particular model. A model-based method may locate the clusters by creating 

a density function which reflects the spatial distribution of the data or object points. This 

method also leads to an approach of automatically determining the number of clusters 

based on standard statistics that take “noise” (outliers) into account and thus producing the 

robust clustering methods. COBWEB is one example of such statistical approach of the 

model-based method [9]. The major clustering methods are as shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

2.3 Common Classification Algorithms 

Classification is an essential technique in data mining that has been extensively 

applied in various fields. It is the process of searching a function which enables to 

distinguish the concepts or classes of data. Then, the resultant classified model is used to 

estimate the class of instances with unknown class. Here, the derived function is based on 

the analysis of training datasets where contain data objects with known class label. 

According to one of predefined set of classes in training data, the model or classifier 

predicts the categorical labels (unordered, discrete). The main goal of classification 

algorithm is to correctly predict the target class for each instance in the test set unseen 

during training [2,3]. For each of the training data, the classification task operates under 

supervision supported with the real results for each of the training data. In general, the 

process of classification involves two main steps:  

 Learning Step (Training Phase): this step is so-called the construction of 

classification model in which the different algorithms are applied to build a 

classifier that forms the model learn via the available training examples. This 

model has to be trained to predict the best accurate results.  

 Classification Step: in this step, the model is used for prediction of class labels 

by testing the built model on test samples and hence estimate the accuracy 

output of the classification rules. 

Data mining algorithms might follow three different learning approaches such as 

supervised learning, unsupervised learning, or semi-supervised learning. In supervised 

learning approaches, the algorithm works with a set of instances whose class labels are 

already known. Such labels may be either nominal values in case of classification task or 
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numerical values in case of regression task. In unsupervised learning approaches, the class 

labels of all instances in dataset are unknown.  Accordingly, this type of algorithms 

typically aims at grouping instances according to the similarity of their attribute values and 

characterizing a clustering task. As a final point, semi-supervised learning is commonly 

used when a small subset of labelled samples is available cooperated with a large number 

of unlabeled samples.  

In literature, various methods of classification and prediction that have been 

actively proposed by many researchers in pattern recognition, machine learning and 

statistics. Generally, the different types of classification techniques [2] for discovering 

knowledge are Bayesian Networks(BN), Decision Tree (DT), Rule Based Classifiers, k-

Nearest Neighbor (kNN), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Rough Sets, Support Vector 

Machine (SVM), Fuzzy Logic and Genetic Algorithms, etc. Among them, the basic 

classification techniques are depicted in this section.  

 

2.3.1 Decision Tree (C4.5) Algorithm 

It is the process of learning a tree from pre-classified training examples as a 

recursive partition of the instance space [2]. The decision tree is organized of nodes like a 

rooted tree. The each internal node is called non-leaf node which denotes a test on an 

attribute. Each branch represents a result of the test, and each leaf node contains a class 

label.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Representation of Decision Tree Model 
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The raw data is transformed to rule based mechanism by applying a test in all nodes 

using decision tree algorithms.  The result of the test determines where the branch traversed 

to the next node. The resulting class of the new instance may be the class of the final leaf 

node. The model of Decision Tree is as shown in Figure 2.4. 

C4.5 is an enhanced version of ID3 calculation. It can manage both continuous and 

discrete properties, incomplete data (missing values) as well as pruning trees after 

generating a classification tree. The C4.5 decision trees can be used for grouping that can 

be denoted as a statistical classifier [27].  

In addition, this classifier can solve the over-fitting problem with bottom-up 

technique by applying the different weights of the training data. The C4.5 algorithm 

analyzes the training dataset and then creates a classifier that might have the capability to 

accurately arrange both training and test datasets. A test case may be an input object and 

the classifier model will predict the result of an output value. At each node of the decision 

tree, this algorithm selects one attribute which can split most efficiently the set of samples 

into subsets such that the results may be in one class or the other. In case, the splitting 

condition is the normalized information gain that is the differences of a non-symmetric 

measure between two probability distributions. The attribute with the highest information 

gain is selected for making the decision.  

 

2.3.2 k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) Algorithm 

The kNN classifiers are based on learning an analogy that the training samples are 

described by n dimensional numeric attributes. Here, these training samples are required 

to be in memory at the run time and thus it is also denoted as the memory-based technique 

[2]. When given an unknown tuple, the kNN algorithm finds the pattern space for the k 

training tuple that are closest to the unknown tuple. When k=1, the unknown tuple is 

assigned the class of the training tuple that is closest to it in pattern space [14].  The kNN 

classifiers can also be used for prediction. The distance function is common to use the 

Euclidian distance, however other distance measures, such as the Manhattan or Hamming 

distance can theoretically be used as an alternative.  

In such situation, the kNN classifier returns the average value of the real-valued 

associated with k nearest neighbors of that unknown data sample [26]. This algorithm is 
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one of the simplest algorithm for implementation, effective even if training data is large 

and robust for noisy training data [34]. By taking this advantages, this thesis is exploited 

the kNN algorithm as a classifier to search the similar dress codes in testing stage. The 

detailed procedures of how our selected kNN search algorithm work by focusing on the 

clothes searching system will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

 

2.3.3 Naive Bayes (NB) Algorithm 

It algorithm is based on Bayesian theorem with the hypothesis of independence 

between every pair of features. This type of classifier is explicitly used when the 

dimensionality of the feature space is high. The NB Classifier is capable of predicting the 

class membership probabilities based on the probability of a known example belongs to a 

specific class [26]. Bayes theorem provides a way of calculating the conditional/posterior 

probability, P(x|c). of a target class given attribute (predictor) of class, from the prior 

probability of class as P(c), the prior probability of predictor of class as P(x), and the 

likelihood which is the predictor probability of given class as P(x|c). The NB classifier 

considers the effect of the value of a predictor (x) on a given class (c) is independent of 

other predictors’ values. 

It enables to add the new raw data at runtime as well as achieve the better 

probabilistic classifier. This classifier initially scans the training dataset and searches all 

records where the predictor values are equal. At that point, the most prevalent class of the 

group is determined to assign the whole collection of observations. A NB classifier studies 

that the absence or presence of a particular attribute/feature of a class is unrelated to the 

absence or presence of any other attribute when the class variable is assumed. If the 

predictor variable for a new observation equals the predictor variable of this group, the new 

observation will then belong to that class [19]. Due to the simplicity of this method, NB 

classifiers have also demonstrated the speed and high accuracy when applied to a large 

number of records or database and it works well in many real-world applications such as 

spam filtering and document classification. 
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2.3.4 Support Vector Machine (SVM) Algorithm 

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm is based on statistical learning 

theory and structural risk minimization principal.  The aim of SVM is to determine the 

location of decision boundaries defined as a hyper plane or decision plane which produces 

the optimal separation of classes. The concept of decision plane is to define decision 

boundaries that supports for learning regression, classification or ranking function. A hyper 

plane divides between a set of data that have the different class membership [4]. It is a 

demonstration of the training data as points in space that separates as wide as possible into 

categories by a clear gap. It uses a nonlinear mapping to transform the original training 

data into a higher dimension. New instances are then mapped into the same space and 

performed the prediction of a category according to the side of the gap where they fall.  

Originally, the SVM was developed as the learning systems for binary 

classification. However, it is not simple to extend it for multi-class classification problem. 

Specifically, it breaks a large optimization issue into a series of smaller issues, where each 

problem only comprises a pair of judiciously chosen variables in order to be done 

efficiently for optimization [19]. This process iterates until it finishes for solving all the 

decomposed optimization problems successfully.  

The SVM method is recognized as a good classifier owing to its high generalization 

performance without requiring a priori knowledge, even if the dimension of the input space 

is very high. In the most recent years, the SVM classifiers have attracted a great deal of 

attention such as the most robust and accurate classification, and it can be powerfully 

applied in a number of different applications. 

 

2.3.5 Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Algorithm 

An Artificial neural network (ANN) is also known as a “Neural Network” (NN) 

which is a computational or mathematical model based on biological neural networks [34]. 

Specifically, it is an emulation of biological neural system containing an interconnected 

group of artificial neurons to process information using a connectionist approach for 

computation. Firstly, a neuron receives the input signals from its input links, and then 

computes an output signal and transmits this signal over its output links. An input signal 

can be either raw data or outputs of other neurons. The output signal may be an input to 
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other neurons otherwise a final solution of the problem. In most cases, an ANN is an 

adaptive system that changes its structure based on internal or external information 

throughout the network during the learning phase. 

Realization of an ANN taking place a single computer, it is ordinarily slower than 

more traditional algorithms. Being the parallel nature of ANN, it can work with multiple 

processors that provide a great speed advantage at very little development cost. This 

parallel architecture allows ANN to handle the big amounts of data very efficiently in less 

time [2]. When dealing with great continuous streams of information (i.e. machine sensor 

or speech recognition data), ANN can operate significantly faster than any other 

algorithms. As well, ANN is useful in numerous real-world applications such as text-to-

speech, handwriting analysis, speech recognition and visual pattern recognition dealing 

with complex and incomplete data. The features and limitation of the common 

classification algorithms [2] are as shown in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Features and Limitations of Classification Algorithms 

Algorithm Features Limitations 

C4.5  

 
 Easy to implement  

 Enable to be simply 

interpreted the Build Models  

 Discrete and continuous 

values are used 

 Deals with noise 

 

 Slight discrepancies of data 

can lead to different decision 

trees 

 On the small training samples 

does not work well 

 Problems of excessive fitting 

k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) 

 
 Classes need not be linearly 

separable 

 Zero cost of the learning 

process 

 Sometimes it is robust with 

regard to noisy training data 

 Well suited for multimodal 

classes 

 

 Time to search the nearest 

neighbors in a large training 

dataset can be excessive 

 It is sensitive to noisy or 

irrelevant attributes 

 Performance of algorithm 

depends on the number of 

dimensions used 

 

Naive Bayes (NB) 

 
 Simple to implement 

 Great computational 

efficiency and classification 

rate 

 Predicts accurate results for 

most of the classification and 

prediction problems. 

 

 Precision of algorithm 

decreases if the amount of 

data is lees 

 Requires a very large number 

of records to obtain the good 

results 
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Algorithm Features Limitations 

Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) 

 

 Data works fine even if data is 

not underlined in the basic 

feature space 

 Accuracy is high 

 

 Training and testing state are 

more speed and size requirement 

 High complexity and extensive 

memory requirements for 

classification in many case 

 

Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN) 

 

 Easy to use with few 

constraints to align 

 A neural network learns and 

reprogramming is not needed 

 Easy to implement 

 Relevant to a wide range of 

issues in real life 

 

 Requires high processing 

time if neural network is large 

 Difficult to know how many 

neurons and layers are 

necessary 

 Learning can be slow 

 

2.4 Issues and Challenges of Data Mining 

Data mining algorithms exemplify techniques which have been existent for many 

years, also recently been applied in place of reliable and scalable tools. Then again it leaves 

behind with older traditional statistical methods time after time. Even though it is still in 

its infancy, it becomes attractive trend for ubiquitous. As a result, many still pending 

problems in data mining have to be addressed [21]. Through data science, the most global 

issues are addressed below.  

Mining methodology issues: the issues concerned with mining methodology that 

effect on the applied methods and their limitations. Some significant topics that dictate 

mining methodology choices such as the mining approaches’ versatility, various domains’ 

dimensionality, the variety of data available, the requirements of broad analysis, 

background knowledge and metadata’s exploitation, the control and handling of noise in 

data, the assessment of the knowledge discovered [29].  

Observably, most datasets encompass the missing or invalid data that may lead to 

complicate the analysis process as well as compromise the accuracy of the analysis outputs 

in many cases. As a consequence, the process of data preprocessing such as data cleaning 

and transformation may become vital. This process is one of the most essential phases in 

the KDD, however it may be time-consuming and frustrating to handle noise or incomplete 

data. Over and above the size of data and search space is even more crucial for data mining 

performances in which the latter is often dependent on the number of dimensions in the 
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domain space [35]. Here, the curse of dimensionality is defined on the condition when the 

number of dimensions’ increases, the search space also grows exponentially. This “curse” 

may affect seriously the performance of some data mining methods, thus it is fetching one 

of the most critical issues to solve.  

User interface issues: the knowledge revealed from data mining tools is useful 

provided that it is primarily understandable by the user. The interpretation of data mining 

results can be eased by good data visualization providing the users better understand their 

needs. There is also still abundant research to attain the good visualization tools for large 

datasets that might be used to visualize the mined knowledge. In the event, the major issues 

related to visualization in user interfaces are “screen real-estate” that is information 

rendering and interaction. Interactivity of data mining results and their data is vital 

meanwhile it provides the user to focus on refine the mining tasks and picture the 

discovered knowledge from various angles at different conceptual levels. 

Challenges of data mining regarding the above two issues may comprise these 

areas: query languages and ad hoc data mining, interactive mined knowledge at various 

levels of abstraction, mining different types of knowledge in databases, incorporation of 

background knowledge, pattern evaluation, data mining results’ presentation and 

visualization, handling of incomplete or noisy data [35]. The descriptions of some 

important challenges stated as: 

Mining different types of knowledge in databases: the various users are attentive 

in different types of knowledge. It may need a wide variety of knowledge discovery and 

data analysis tasks such as characterization of data, association, discrimination, clustering, 

classification, similarity analysis, trends and deviation analysis. Each of these tasks drive 

the usages of the same database in various approaches with different data mining 

techniques. 

Interactive mined knowledge at various levels of abstraction: the interactive 

mining exploited with OLAP operations on a data cube that permits users to focus the 

patterns find, as well as refining the requests of data mining based on returned results. The 

user may then interactively observe the data and patterns at many granularities from various 

angles. 
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Incorporation of background knowledge: background knowledge concerning the 

domain under study such as deduction rules and integrity constraints which may be applied 

to guide the discovery process as well as discovered patterns to be expressed in concise 

terms at various levels of data abstraction. This will support to speed up the process of data 

mining and evaluate on judgment of interestingness of the discovered patterns. 

An additional challenge is the distributed, parallel and incremental processing of 

data mining algorithms. Owing to the high computational cost of some data mining 

methods, incremental data mining algorithms integrate database updates devoid of mining 

the entire database over again from scratch. In fact, data mining algorithms must be scalable 

and efficient so as to effectively extract information from huge amounts of data in diverse 

databases within acceptable and predictable times. 

 

2.5  Chapter Summary 

This chapter provided an introduction to a general overview of data mining and its 

categorizations. It began with a high-level overview of the processes of KDD along with 

concepts, functionalities and application areas of data mining. In particular, this chapter 

mainly discussed the various clustering and classification techniques used in data mining 

and a study specifically on major or common algorithms. Each of these algorithms has got 

its own advantages and disadvantages as given a comparative study with summarization of 

some related works. Based on the conditions, the issues and challenges related with 

methodologies of data mining were provided in the final section of this chapter. For 

reducing the computation time complexity of kNN, the combination of K-Prototype and kNN 

algorithms are used. More specific clustering and searching techniques for this proposed 

clothes searching system will be discussed in the next Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The main intention of this chapter is to present the main methodology that is the 

core part of this thesis book. To achieve this goal, this chapter firstly describes 

methodologies of two operational algorithms along with the overview design of the system.  

K-Prototype algorithm integrates the K-Means and K-Modes methods from the partitioning 

methods. The proposed system is combined K-Prototype algorithm and kNN search 

algorithm.  Moreover, the comprehensive phases throughout the development of clothes 

searching system are presented in details. Finally, the combined method applied for clothes 

searching problem that is discussed with the demonstration of sample case study.  

 

3.1  Methodologies of the System 

There are a number of research works related with data mining either clustering or 

classification, and even on combination of both.  In the current work, the integrated 

approach of K-Prototype algorithm and kNN search algorithm is used for the clothes 

searching system with user desired clothes implementation. 

 In particular, K-Prototype clustering algorithm can be considered as a grouping 

stage used to create data partitions/groups in which each partition has common 

characteristics such as similar dress groups. As a second step, kNN search algorithm is 

used to produce a list of dress codes that are almost matched with user’s preferences. In 

accordance with this combined approach, the following sections will describe the 

orientation of such two algorithms in details. 

 

3.1.1 K-Prototype Algorithm 

There are a number of clustering algorithms that has been widely used in various 

application domains. However, some algorithm has restricted to handle numerical data 

only. Several research works have been introduced to extend the usage of properties for 

numerical variables. In the event, K-Prototype is a type of clustering algorithm that is well-

known of dealing with both numerical and categorical variables. In fact, K-Prototypes 
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algorithm integrates the traditional K-Means and K-Modes algorithms to deal with the 

mixed data types [15, 23] which are more beneficial since data collected in the real world 

are mostly mixed type objects. Additionally, it is one of the simplest unsupervised learning 

algorithms and follows partitioning method for clustering. The main objective of K-

Prototype algorithm is to partition the dataset into K clusters by reducing the cost function 

[23].  

Assume that a set n objects, X={X1,X2,⋯,Xn} such that Xi={Xi1,Xi2,⋯, 

Xim} consists of m attributes in which mr is numerical attributes and  mc is categorical 

attributes, m=mr+mc. The dissimilarity between two mixed-type objects X and Y, which 

are described by attributes A1, A2,…,.. Ap, Ap+1, …., Am, can be measured by 

 

𝑑(𝑋𝑖, 𝐶𝑗) =   𝑑𝑟( 𝑋𝑖 , 𝐶𝑗  ) +   𝑑𝑐(𝑋𝑖 , 𝐶𝑗  )                 (3.1) 

 

Where dr(Xi, Cj) is the distance between numerical attributes, and dc(Xi, Cj) is the 

distance between categorical attributes. In case, the numeric data attributes in the cluster in 

which their dissimilarity value are calculated by using Euclidean distance. 

𝑑𝑟(𝑋𝑖, 𝐶𝑗) =  √∑ (𝑥𝑖𝑙 − 𝑐𝑗𝑙
)2𝑝

𝑙=1                  (3.2) 

 

For categorical attributes in the cluster are then measured by the following 

equation: 

𝑑𝑐 (𝑋𝑖 , 𝐶𝑗  ) =  ∑ 𝛿(𝑥𝑖𝑙, 𝑐𝑗𝑙
)𝑚

𝑙=𝑝+1             (3.3) 

Where,  

 

In the above equation 3.2, dr(Xi,Cj) is the squared Euclidean distance measure 

between an object and cluster centers for the numerical attributes [20]. Similarly, the 

equation 3.3 is the simple matching of dissimilarity measure for the categorical attributes, 

in which the condition is that δ(xil,cjl) = 0 for xil=cjl and δ(xil,cjl) = 1 for xil ≠ cjl. The symbol 

for xj𝑙  and cj𝑙 , the values of numerical attributes are 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ p, while the values of 

categorical attributes are p+1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ m for object I and the cluster center j. The Table 3.1 

 (x
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below depicts the meaning of various symbols which are used in K-Prototype method in 

order to provide the better understanding of this algorithm. 

 

Table 3.1 Symbols Description of the K-Prototype Algorithm 

Symbol Meaning 

X Training dataset 

Xj Each object [xi1, xi2, ….., xim] of Training dataset represented by m attribute values 

Cj   Centroids point for a cluster j 

r Numerical attributes 

c Categorical attributes 

i Each point of X object 

j Each point of C object 

p the numbers of numerical attributes 

m-p the numbers of categorical attributes 

 

The general advantages of K-Prototype algorithm that provide handling of mixed 

data type, production of similar clustering, reducing the computational time as well as it 

never generates empty clusters [17]. The process of the K-Prototype algorithm is described 

as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Algorithm 1: K-Prototype Clustering Algorithm  

Input  : X: dataset,  

              K: the number of cluster 

Output: K cluster 

Step-1:  Select K initial prototypes from the dataset X, one for each cluster. 

Step-2:  Allocate each object in X to a cluster whose prototype is the nearest to it. This allocation 

is done with considering the dissimilarity measure. 

Step-3:  After all objects have been allocated to a cluster, recalculate the centroid points of every 

cluster. 

Step-4:  Repeat step 2 and 3, until no object changes its cluster after a full circle test of X. 

 

Figure 3.1 K-Prototype Clustering Algorithm 
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3.1.2 k-Nearest Neighbor Search Algorithm 

The k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) is a type of supervised algorithm that can be used 

for both classification and regression on prediction problems.  The most popular 

classification algorithm is the k-Nearest-Neighbors classifier (kNN) which is widely applied 

in various fields [13, 32] and often used in search applications where you are looking for similar 

items [37]. The kNN a simple algorithm that stores all existing cases as well as classifies 

new cases according to a similarity measure in consort with the closest training dataset 

[34]. It has been widely employed in pattern recognition and statistical estimation due to 

its simplicity and efficiency. The kNN algorithm would define the following two 

properties: 

 Lazy learning algorithm: it is a lazy learning algorithm for the reason that it 

does not take a specialized training phase. In addition, kNN use all the data for 

training when classification task is performed. 

 Non-parametric learning algorithm: it is else a non-parametric learning 

algorithm since it never assumes whatever the underlying data. 

Assume that instances or training samples may resemble as points in an n-

dimensional space. The training samples are also described by n-dimensional numeric 

attributes. The main function value of a new unknown instance is predicted based on the 

known values of the k nearest training samples retrieved from memory. The kNN classifier 

the pattern space for the k training tuple which are nearest to the unknown tuple, when a 

test sample is defined [18]. Here, the measuring of closeness is commonly defined in terms 

of Euclidean distance between two data points such that training data X = (x1, x2,……,xn) 

and testing data Y = (y1,y2,….,yn) is given by the following equation 3.4.   

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑋, 𝑌) =  √∑ (𝑥
𝑖

− 𝑦
𝑖
)2𝑛

𝑖=1                                                               (3.4) 

For categorical attributes in the training data and testing data are then measured by 

the following equation 3.5: 

𝑑𝑐 (𝑋𝑖 , 𝑌𝑗  ) =  ∑ 𝛿(𝑥𝑖𝑙, 𝑦𝑗𝑙
)𝑚

𝑙=𝑛+1             (3.5) 

Where,  

  (x
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y
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The distance metric between all training samples and test sample are calculated for 

each instance in the dataset and then the results are sorted. It should also be noted that the 

above distance measure functions are only valid for continuous variables. In the instance 

of categorical variables, the Hamming distance must be used. When there is a mixture of 

numerical and categorical variables in the dataset, it conveys the standardization of the 

numerical value between 0 and 1.  

Accordingly, an object is classified through a majority vote of its most common 

nearest neighbors that is being assigned an object to that class [6]. If the value of k = 1, 

then the object is merely assigned to the class of its first nearest neighbor in the training 

instances.  It assigns the most common value amongst the k nearest training samples for 

the larger values of k. In general, a large k value is more precise because of reducing the 

global noise, however it does not assurance [14].  

The key advantages of kNN algorithm are simple and easy to learn, very fast 

training task, easy to implement for classifying task, effective for large training data 

instances and robustness of noisy training data instances [32]. Figure 3.2 shows how the 

kNN search algorithm works for searching objects based on closest training dataset with 

the help of following steps. 

Algorithm 2: k-Nearest Neighbour Search Algorithm  

Step 1: Load the data 

Step 2: Initialize the value of k 

Step 3: For getting the most similar items, iterate from 1 to total number of training data 

             3.1: Calculate the distance between new test sample and each row of training  

        data                             

             3.2: Sort the test data in ascending order based on calculated distance 

             3.3: Get top k rows from the sorted data 

 3.4: Return the most similar item of these rows. 

Figure 3.2 k-Nearest Neighbor Search Algorithm 
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3.2 Overview Design of the Proposed Clothes Searching System 

This system is revealed for tackling the clothes searching problem by offering 

computerized software that enables to find the most similar dress groups alongside their 

codes as stated by the customer’s preferences. The following Figure 3.3 depicts an 

overview of the proposed clothes searching system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Proposed System Design of the Clothes Searching System 
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Accordingly, the clothes searching system is accomplished by two steps combined 

with the clothes dataset in CSV (Comma Separated Values) file format. The first step that 

is titled as grouping stage in which firstly normalize of rating and define the K value (i.e. 

number of clusters) to partition the various dress group. And then, K-Prototype, clustering 

algorithm is applied to get clusters having the similar clothes in dress dataset according to 

their attribute value. As a final point of this stage, the last centroid points of resultant of 

clusters are saved into the centroid CSV file that can be used for testing task. The 

illustration of this first stage can be depicted by the following use case diagram as shown 

in Figure 3.4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Use Case Diagram for Grouping Stage (by K-Prototype) 

In the second step (so-called testing stage), the searching is done by using kNN 

algorithm. Initially, user needs to enter the attributes of desired clothes, then and there the 

system extracts the last centroid point in the centroid file. It then calculates the distance 

between last centroid points of every cluster and the target dress from user input and 

chooses one cluster based on minimum distance. Applying the kNN algorithm to search 

the most similar dress. When kNN makes inference about a dress, it will calculate the 

“distance” between the target dress and other dress from the selected cluster, then it ranks 

its distances and returns the top K nearest neighbor dresses. As a result, the system displays 

the most similar clothes information with their codes that is consistent with the customer’s 

preferences. Therefore, it may reduce the manual labor as well as searching time to get the 
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most matched clothes. The second stage can also be illustrated by the following use case 

diagram as shown in Figure 3.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Use Case Diagram for Testing Stage (by kNN) 

 

3.3 Sample Case Study of Clothes Searching System 

In this section, we work out a sample case study to demonstrate the procedures of 

our combine approaches such as K-Prototype algorithm and kNN algorithm. This system 

is designed to provide the best selecting a list of dresses that is the most suitable for users’ 

preferred attributes amongst available clothes. As will be seen below, dress dataset will be 

used to validate the goodness of our combined approach. 

 

3.3.1 Data Collection and Normalization 

First of all, the data mining algorithms are only as good as the data that has been 

collected. Thus, good data is the initial requirement for well-meaning data exploration. The 

dress datasets used in this thesis is availed from UCI Machine Learning Repository [36]. 

To start with we first take a description of the dataset which contains totally 500 instances 

comprising 12 attributes having both numeric and categories variables. The explanation of 

12 attributes and their information in our reference dataset are shown in Table 3.2.    
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Table 3.2 List of Product Module Metrics 

Attribute Name Attribute Information 

Style Bohemia, brief, casual, cute, flare, novelty,  party, sexy, vintage, 

work 

Price Low, Average, Medium, High, Very-High 

Rating 0 - 5 

Size S, M, L, XL, Free 

Season Autumn, winter, Spring, Summer 

NeckLine O-neck, backless, board-neck, bowneck, halter, mandarincollor, 

open, peterpan-collor, ruffled, scoop, slash-neck, square-collor, 

sweetheart, turndowncollor, V-neck. 

SleeveLength full, half, halfsleeves, butterfly, sleeveless, short, threequarter,                       

turndown, null 

Waiseline dropped, empire, natural, princess, null 

Material wool, cotton, mix etc 

FabricType chiffon, dobby, popline, satin, knitted, jersey, flannel, corduroy etc 

Decoration applique, beading, bow, button, cascading, crystal, draped, lace, 

feathers, flowers etc 

Pattern type solid, animal, dot, leapard etc 

 

Consider the following sample dress dataset containing 10 sample records found in 

the original dataset currently used in this system. These instances will be used as the 

training set for subsequent stages. The information of 10 sample records in the dataset is 

shown in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3 Sample Dress Dataset 
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T
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p
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ID-1 Casual Low 0 L Summer o-neck sleeveless 
natur

al 
cotton jersey null print 

ID-2 Cute Low 4.3 free Automn o-neck sleeveless 
natur

al 
polyster chiffon sashes 

stripe

d 

ID-3 Cute Low 4.7 M Spring ruffled short 
empi

re 

chiffonf

abric 
chiffon bow dot 

ID-4 Casual 
Aver

age 
4.6 L Automn o-neck sleeveless 

empi

re 
polyster chiffon ruffles solid 

ID-5 Casual Low 0 M Spring o-neck sleeveless 
natur

al 
silk chiffon 

appliq

ue 
solid 

ID-6 Casual 
Aver
age 

4.4 L Automn o-neck sleeveless 
natur

al 
linen chiffon ruffles 

anim

al 

ID-7 Brief 
Aver

age 
4.3 L Spring o-neck sleeveless 

empi

re 
null null bow solid 

ID-8 Casual Low 4.6 free Winter 
boat-

neck 
full 

natur

al 
cotton null null 

patch

work 

ID-9 Sexy 
Aver
age 

3.6 L Winter v-neck full 
natur

al 
polyster woolen 

beadin

g 
solid 

ID-10 
Bohem

ian 
Aver

age 
1 free Summer v-neck sleevless 

natur

al 
cotton batik null Print 

 

Normalization is used to make that there are no gap between the values of data in 

training samples. If the values of the data are different, the output may not be accurate. 

Therefore, data normalization should be done first to get the correct output. Only then will 

you get the right result when splitting clusters. Min-max normalization performs a linear 

transformation on the original data. This method transfers data from its domain to a specific 

range such as between (0, 1) [8,10,28]. It is a technique that can help in improving the K-

Means clustering algorithm and K-Prototypes algorithm [8,10,20].  

In the dress dataset, the calculation of distance measures directly from the training 

set where variables are a mixture of categorical and numerical variables. For fear that only 

one attribute such as “rating” that requires to normalize data for further processing. Thus, 

the standardization of training dataset can be completed by the min-max normalization [14] 

as shown in the following equation. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

     (3.6) 

 

 Where, Vi means the current rating value in such that the value of new_maxA is 1 

and the value of new_minA is 0.  

 

            Vi - min
A
     

 

max
A 

- min
A

 

V
'
i
 =                       (new_max

A
 - new_min

A
) + new_min

A
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When preprocessing has performed on the given training set by applying the min-

max normalization method on the numerical data as well as normalizing the categorical 

data. Subsequently, the sample data in Table 3.3 is completed for preprocessing task and 

then the results of data normalization as shown in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 Normalization of Sample Data 
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ID-1 Casual Low 0 L 
Summ

er 

o-

neck 

sleev

less 
natural 

cotto

n 
jersey null print 

ID-2 Cute Low 0.86 free 
Autom

n 

o-

neck 

sleev

less 
natural 

polys

ter 
chiffon 

sash

es 
striped 

ID-3 Cute Low 0.94 M Spring 
ruffle

d 
short empire 

chiff

onfa

bric 

chiffon bow dot 

ID-4 Casual 
Aver

age 
0.92 L 

Autom

n 

o-

neck 

sleev

less 
empire 

polys

ter 
chiffon 

ruffl

es 
solid 

ID-5 Casual Low 0 M Spring 
o-

neck 

sleev

less 
natural silk chiffon 

appl

ique 
solid 

ID-6 Casual 
Aver

age 
0.88 L 

Autom

n 

o-

neck 

sleev

less 
natural linen chiffon 

ruffl

es 
animal 

ID-7 Brief 
Aver

age 
0.86 L Spring 

o-

neck 

sleev

less 
empire null null bow solid 

ID-8 Casual Low 0.92 free Winter 
boat-

neck 
full natural 

cotto

n 
null null 

patchwor

k 

ID-9 Sexy 
Aver

age 
0.72 L Winter 

v-

neck 
full natural 

polys

ter 
woolen 

bea

ding 
solid 

ID-10 
Bohemi

an 

Aver

age 
1 free 

Summ

er 

v-

neck 

sleev

less 
natural 

cotto

n 
batik null print 

V
1
ꞌ =       (1- 0) + 0     =  0.72 3.6 - 0 

5 - 1 

V
2
ꞌ =      (1- 0) + 0     =  0.86 

 

4.3 - 0 

5 - 1 

0 - 0 

5 - 1 
V

0
ꞌ =        (1- 0) + 0      =  0 

V
3
ꞌ =      (1- 0) + 0     =  0.88 

4.4 - 0 

5 - 1 

V
4
ꞌ =      (1- 0) + 0     =  0.92 4.6 - 0 

5 - 1 
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Assuming that good data is available, the next step is to choose the most suitable 

way to extract the dataset. Hence, data preprocessing is an important step in the KDD 

process ever since quality decisions might depend on only the quality data. After being 

processed, the normalized data is ready for clustering. In this study, the preprocessed data 

are then required to group by applying the K-Prototype algorithm that will be discussed in 

the next section. 

 

3.3.2 Grouping Stage: Clustering 

In grouping state, the K-Prototypes algorithm allocates data items into the K 

clusters with the smallest distance by calculating the distance between a new instance and 

each cluster center to be allotted to that cluster. Definitely, distance is calculated by 

comparing all attributes of a new instance with all attributes of each cluster center [6, 22]. 

Let K be the number of clusters occupied as 3 with the given dataset, then clustering process 

is performed so that the dataset is divided into three clusters. In such case, center of each 

cluster in the cluster set C = {C1, C2, C3} with their membership instances and last centroid 

points are shown in the Table 3.5 and Table 3.6, respectively.  

Table 3.5 Final Cluster Result of Sample Calculation 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.6 Last Centroid Points 
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C1 
Casua

l 
Low 0.00 M 

Sum

mer 

o-

neck 

sleev

less 

nat

ural 
cotton 

chiff

on 

appliqu

e 
print 

C2 cute 
Aver

age 
0.89 L 

Autu

mn 

o-

neck 

sleev

less 

em

pire 

polyst

er 

chiff

on 
ruffles solid 

C3 
bohe

mian 

Aver

age 
0.88 free 

Wint

er 
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neck 
full 

nat

ural 
cotton batik null 
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k 

 

Cluster Dress_ID 

C1 ID-1, ID-5 

C2 ID-2, ID-3, ID-4, ID-6, ID-7 

C3 ID-8, ID-9, ID-10 
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When the clustering process has been performed, the kNN method searches for a 

given sample instance that will classify to those data items that belong to that cluster. The 

next section describes how searching task is accomplished from user input attributes for 

their desired dress. 

 

3.3.3 Testing Stage: Searching 

In testing stage that is also known as searching stage, the correctly partitioned dress 

group from the first stage in which the data points are separated into three clusters for 

making inference of new samples. The user identified the dress attributes which are given 

as input to kNN section (see Table 3.7).  

Table 3.7 Test Data Sample User Input 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For this case, the system needs to first calculate the distance of the user input 

records point from the record points of the centroids of three clusters in Figure 3.6. 

 

 

Attribute Name User Input 

Style Causal 

Price Average 

Rating 4.6 

Size L 

Season Autumn 

Neckline o-neck 

SleeveLength Sleeveless 

Waistline Empire 

Material Polyester 

FabricType Chiffon 

Decoration Ruffles 

Pattern Type Solid 
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Figure 3.6 Illustration of Calculating Distance User Input and Centroids of Clusters 

At the time of classifying user input, the system calculates the distance between 

new test data (unseen samples) and each centroid point in three clusters by applying the 

kNN algorithm. Then, the results of distance values are 

d(Input, C1)  = 7.92 

d(Input, C2)  = 1.03     (minimum distance) 

d(Input, C3)  = 10.04 

In this case, C2 has the minimum distance value that means cluster 2 is the most 

similar with user input and then it is the training data for kNN algorithm. Subsequently, 

the distance values of all instances enclosed in C2 are calculated for ordering the instances 

based on their distance value as shown in Table 3.8. 

       Table 3.8 Sample Calculate Distance using kNN 

Objects Distance 

d(Input, ID-4) 0 

d(Input, ID-6) 3.3 

d(Input, ID-7) 5.4 

d(Input, ID-2) 6.4 

d(Input, ID-3) 9.02 

 

Now, the calculated distances are essential for sorting in ascending order based on 

distance values of kNN. The classifier eliminates the calculated distance values according 

to k value. If the selected value of k is 1, the system can display the nearest neighbor 

clothing number and its details that match the user input. Assume that the value of k is 3, 

Casual Average 0.92 L Autumn 
o-

neck 

sleev

eless 
empire 

polyest

er 
chiffon ruffles solid 

ID-2 
ID-3 

ID-1 
ID-5 

C1 

Cluster 1 

ID-4 

ID-6 

ID-7 

Cluster 2 

C2 
ID-9 

ID-10 
ID-8 

Cluster 3 

C3 

User Input 
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the system returns the top 3 rows from the stored array in selected cluster C2 such as ID4, 

ID6 and ID7 are the most similar clothes with user input. Finally, the users are able to 

receive the top-most similar dress codes which are similar with their preference inputs 

attributes. 

 

3.4 System Performance Evaluation 

The performance of our clothes searching system is measured with root mean 

square error (RMSE). Some of them frequently used for calculation of error rate are mean 

absolute error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE) and predictions. Root mean square 

error (RMSE) of a data set is square root of the mean of the square all of the error. RMSE 

is a way to describe variation in a data set.  It is employed as statistical accuracy measure. 

RMSE [1, 22] definition as following in equation (3.7):  

   𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √∑ (𝑝𝑖−𝑞𝑖)2𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑁
           (3.7) 

      

Where, N is the number of selected the most similar items, then RMSE is defined 

as the average absolute difference between the n pairs. Assume that p1, p2, p3,..., pn is the 

average distance of selected the most similar items, and the distance value of selected the 

most similar items with user's input is q1, q2, q3, ..., qn. 

 

3.5  Chapter Summary 

This chapter firstly presented the theoretical knowledge of two operational 

algorithms such as K-Prototype and kNN that provides the main process of this thesis. 

Then, it explained about system overview design with figure and detailed explanation of 

how works the clothes searching system. Finally, a simple case study was demonstrated by 

the combined methods that calculate problem formulation of preprocessing and testing 

stages to understand two methods clearly. In the event, it also illustrated how the data 

normalization is performed as well as the distance metrics used in the algorithms. 

Therefore, the searching approach based on K-Prototype clustering algorithm enables to 
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speed up the conventional kNN algorithm by reducing the number of data instances in 

finding the user’s preferred clothes.  
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CHAPTER 4 

IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

This chapter stands for demonstrating the system implementation and its 

performance evaluation under different measurements. This chapter is divided into two 

parts: the first part is user interface illustration of every step of system development. The 

second part is the evaluation results of different execution time and performance results of 

root mean square error (RMSE) are also described.  

 

4.1 System Implementation  

The clothes searching system is implemented with Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 

as C# programming language and executed on an Intel(R) Corei5(2.6 GHz) with 4GB 

memory running on Window10 operating system. For data source, dresses_attribute 

_sales.CSV (comma separated value) file is used, which is downloaded from 

(https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/ datasets/dresses _attribute_sales) link. In this section, the 

processes are grouped according to their characteristics namely: Welcoming, Clustering, 

Searching and Evaluation, respectively. 

 

4.1.1 The ‘Start Clothes Selection System’ Menu 

When the system is started, it consists of one menu namely, ‘Start Clothes Selection 

System’. This menu is shown in Figure 4.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Showing Selectable Menu Items to Start the Process 

 

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/%20datasets/dresses%20_attribute_sales
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This menu has three sub menu items such as ‘K-Prototype Clusters’, ‘User’s 

Choice’ and ‘Exit’. 

 

4.1.2 Clustering Process Form 

In this clustering process, the system also performs preprocessing by loading firstly 

the dataset file. It then proceeds K-Prototype clustering algorithm. In this screen, new data 

can also be added and saved updated data into the same file.  

Figure 4.2 shows the result of importing the dataset into the system by pressing 

“Load DataSet” button. Under that button, the attributes column contained in the dataset 

are listed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Loading Dataset 

 The new data or editing the existing data can be performed in the data grid view as 

shown in Figure 4.3.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3 Updating Data and Saving Data 
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After adding or editing, the new edited data can be saved into the same file 

(uploaded file) by clicking “Save Updated Data” button. 

Figure 4.4 shows the preprocessing of rating value by pressing ‘Normalization 

Data’ button. After preprocessing step, show the normalization results of rating by clicking 

‘Show Normalization Data’ button. 

Now, it is ready to start K-Prototype algorithm for clustering the dresses by pressing 

“Start K-Prototype” button. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Preprocessing and Showing Preprocessed Data 

 

When the result of starting appears as illustrated in Figure 4.5, the user can select 

cluster count and press the ‘K-Prototype Calculation’ button.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Clustering Results Form 
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After clustering process, the detailed calculation results are shown in the text box. 

Then, the resulted clusters can be saved in local computers by pressing “Save Clusters” 

button. 

 

4.1.3 Searching Clothes with Users Preference 

Users are allowed to choose any criteria he/she likes to get searching clothes as 

shown in Figure 4.6.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Input Criteria for the Users 

 

Figure 4.7 shows the distance values of clusters and user input in “Output Area” 

and the most similar dress results of user’s preference in grid view.  Furthermore, this 

system shows the execution time for calculation time of system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Finding Most Similar Cluster Depending on User Preference 
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If the user wants to see only the limited number of dress (depending on user tastes), 

user can choose “Top K-Items” in upper left corner of the form and check only them by 

playing the button “Show Only K-Items”.  

If the value of k is 1, the system displays the clothes code number and its details 

that are the nearest neighbor with the user input, as shown in Figure 4.8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Topmost Similar Clothes (number of k is 1) 

When the selected value of k is 1, its accuracy is always 100% accuracy, because 

the exact same data are tested and it could always make correct searching on known data. 

kNN could search for one nearest observation and find that exact same observation. 

If the value of k is 10, the system displays the clothes numbers and its details of the 

most similar group that are closed with the user input, as shown in Figure 4.9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Topmost Similar Clothes (number of k is 10) 
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4.1.4 Evaluation Section 

 As the final step of implementation, the results obtained in kNN based searching 

process are checked by pressing “RMSE Calculation” button. The result of RMSE is shown 

in Figure 4.10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Result of Error Rate with Selected Top k Value 

  

This process is to evaluate the system performance how accurately finds the most 

similar items according to k value of user input. The “Calculate RMSE” button is used to 

calculate RMSE based on user selected k values and “Save RMSE Value” button is used 

to save the result as shown in Figure 4.10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Average RMSE Value 

Finally, average RMSE values of different inputs can calculate by using “Average 

RMSE Values” button in Figure 4.11. 

Average RMSE result is = 1.63 
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4.2 Experimental Results 

In this system, the experimental results are shown the execution time and root mean 

square error (RMSE) by comparing the combination of K-Prototype algorithm and kNN 

search algorithm, and conventional kNN.  

 

4.2.1 Execution Time Comparison of Testing with Known Data 

The execution times of each known test in dataset are also compared with the kNN 

and proposed system. kNN represents the 1 Cluster. 

         Table 4.1 Time Comparison between Conventional kNN and the Proposed System 

Based on 3 Clusters and 5 Clusters 

Dress 

ID 
User Input 

  Execution Time                          

( second.milisecond) 

kNN 
3   

Clusters 

5  

Clusters 

ID-1 

Sexy, Low, 4.6, M, Summer, O-neck, 

Sleeveless, Empire, Null, Chiffon, Ruffles, 

Animals 

0.341 0.254 0.21 

ID-2 
Casual, Low, 0, L, Summer, O-neck, Petal, 

Natural, Microfiber, Null, Ruffles, Animals 
0.312 0.255 0.204 

ID-3 
Vintage, High, 0, L, Automn, O-neck, Full, 

Natural, Polyster, Null, Null, Print 
0.27 0.243 0.208 

ID-4 
Brief, Average, 4.6, L, Spring, )-Neck, Full, 

Natural, Silk, Chiffon, Embroidery, Print 
0.277 0.268 0.249 

ID-5 
Cute, Low, 4.5, M, Summer, O-Neck, Butterfly, 

Natural, Chiffonfabric, Chiffon, Bow, Dot 
0.265 0.238 0.208 

ID-6 
Bohemian, Low, 0, M, Summer, V-Neck, 

Sleeveless, Empire, Null, Null, Null, Print 
0.276 0.245 0.226 

ID-7 
Casual, Average, 0, XL, Summer, O-Neck, Full, 

Null, Cotton, Null, Null, Solid 
0.301 0.224 0.227 

ID-8 
Novelty, Average, 0, Free, Automn, O-Neck, 

Short, Natural, Polyster, Broadcloth, Lace, Null 
0.3 0.217 0.251 

ID-9 
Flare, Average, 0, Free, Spring, V-Neck, Short, 

Empire, Cotton, Broadcloth, Beading, Solid 
0.294 0.19 0.243 

ID-10 
Bohemian, Low, 0, Free, Summer, V-Neck, 

Sleeveless, Natural, Nylon, Chiffon, Null, Null 
0.278 0.196 0.252 

Average Time 0.291 0.233 0.228 
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Table 4.1 shows the execution time of conventional kNN that is compared with the 

proposed system based on 3 clusters, 5 clusters and k values of kNN is 10.  

Different processing times are also compared with column graph as shown in Figure 

4.12. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Comparison of Different Processing Time Based on 10 Tests 

In according to the experimental results based on 10 tests, the processing time of 

kNN is higher. In each test in 3 clusters and 5 clusters, the processing time is different due 

to the different number of instances in similar group. 

Table 4.2 Average Time Comparison between Conventional kNN and the Proposed 

System Based on 100 Known Data 
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Table 4.2 shows the average execution time of conventional kNN that is compared 

with the proposed system based on 100 inputs and k values of kNN is 10.  

Different average processing times are also compared with column graph as shown in 

Figure 4.13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13 Comparison of Different Processing Time Based on 100 Known Tests  

 

Looking at the average times based on 100 tests, the average times of kNN are 

highest. The average times between 3 and 5 clusters was stable.  Moreover, the minimum 

and maximum different of average time are 0 and 0.007 between 3 clusters and 5 clusters. 

When the clusters are used, the average times decreases as the clusters increases. 

4.2.2 Execution Time Comparison of Testing with Unknown Data 

In addition, the average execution times of unknown tests in dataset are also 

compared with the kNN and proposed system. 
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Table 4.3 Average Time Comparison between Conventional kNN and the Proposed 

System Based on 100 Unknown Data  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.3 shows the average execution time of conventional kNN that is compared 

with the proposed system based on 100 unknown inputs and k values of kNN is 10.  

Different average processing times are also compared with column graph as shown in 

Figure 4.14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14 Comparison of Different Processing Time Based on 100 Unknown Tests  

Execution Time ( second.milisecond) 

Number of Test 

Instances 
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Looking at all of the average time based on 100 unknown tests, the average time of 

kNN is the highest. The minimum and maximum different of average time are 0.012 and 

0.022 between 3 clusters and 5 clusters. When the clusters are used, the average time 

decreases as the clusters increases. 

According to the experiment results, the proposed system is faster than 

conventional kNN.  In this system, the processing time of the user searching for the desired 

clothes also depends on the number of clusters we have grouped. The more clusters there 

are, the less processing time it takes to search. When dividing clusters, it is necessary to 

divide it based on the number of instances. The combination of K-Prototype and kNN 

methods achieve the fast execution time significantly when the large amount of data is 

used. 

 

4.2.3 Performance Analysis of kNN and Proposed System 

The next comparison of conventional kNN and proposed method is shown on   root 

mean square error (RMSE) values. Root mean square error (RMSE) of a data set is square 

root of the mean of the square all of the error.  

Table 4.4 Calculation Result of RMSE Values Based on Top 10 Items with Known 

Data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of Test 

Instances 

RMSE Values  

kNN 

Number of Clusters of 

Proposed System 

3 Clusters 5 Clusters 

10 1.575 1.630 1.673 

20 1.547 1.630 1.697 

30 1.480 1.568 1.627 

40 1.426 1.520 1.585 

50 1.422 1.514 1.572 

60 1.404 1.500 1.568 

70 1.400 1.495 1.563 

80 1.386 1.473 1.544 

90 1.387 1.480 1.552 

100 1.395 1.498 1.566 
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It is also calculated on the different cluster (K) values. Then, the known data in 

dataset and unknown data are tested. The results are calculated upon the top ten most 

similar items. The calculation results of known data are described in Table 4.4.   

Figure 4.15 compares the RMSE values of conventional kNN and the RMSE values 

of the combination of K-Prototype and kNN algorithm. The X-axis represents the test items 

and Y-axis represents the RMSE values.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15 Comparison of RMSE Values Based on Different Clusters with Known 

Instances 

 

According to the results obtained based on testing of 100 tests, the RMSE values 

of kNN is lower than the proposed system. When kNN is compared using 5 clusters, the 

RMSE values of using 5 clusters is found slightly higher. The RMSE values were not 

significantly different between 3 clusters and the 5 clusters. Moreover, the minimum and 

maximum difference of RMSE values are 0.042 and 0.072 between 3 clusters and 5 

clusters. The values of RMSE differ slightly in each group experiment. 

The next comparison is the RMSE values of unknown data. The calculation results 

of unknown data are described in Table 4.5.   
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Table 4.5 Calculation Result of RMSE Values Based on Top 10 Items with 

Unknown Data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16 shows different RMSE values are also compared with column graph 

based on unknown instances in dataset. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Comparison of RMSE Values Based on Different Clusters with Unknown 

Instances 

Number of Test 

Instances 

RMSE Values  

kNN 

Number of Clusters of 

Proposed System 

3 Clusters 5 Clusters 

10 0.622 0.808 0.735 
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According to the results obtained based on testing of 100 tests, the RMSE values 

of kNN is lower than the proposed system. The minimum and maximum different of RMSE 

values are 0.043 and 0.186 between kNN and 3 clusters. The RMSE values were not 

significantly different between 3 clusters and the 5 clusters. Moreover, the minimum and 

maximum difference of RMSE values are 0.004 and 0.073 between 3 clusters and 5 

clusters. The values of RMSE differ slightly in each group experiment. 

Summarizing all the results of each test, the performance of kNN is the least error 

rate more than other clusters. As the number of cluster increases, the values of RMSE 

values also increases in this system.  Therefore, using a small number of clusters in this 

system reduces the error rate. 

According to the experimental results from comparing execution times and RMSE 

values, the more clusters are divided, the less execution time is. There are no big gap of 

error rates when comparing the RMSE values of kNN and RMSE values of using 3 clusters 

in proposed system. To be balanced these two comparison, using 3 clusters is more 

appropriate in this system. 

 

4. 3 Chapter Summary 

This chapter demonstrates the system development and its performance evaluation. 

The illustrative results of the system can be checked in this chapter and performance of the 

system can be investigated.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER EXTENSION 

In today’s world, data mining can be used in a wide area that integrates techniques 

from various fields. The techniques of data mining algorithms for instance classification, 

prediction, regression and clustering that helps in finding the valuable patterns to adopt the 

future trends in real-world applications. In this study, the basic concept of data mining, 

functionalities and its applications, clustering and clustering techniques are specified. This 

thesis is motivated on the important techniques in data mining such as clustering and 

classification.  

The classification based on clustering is the one of the key idea in data mining 

which can be used to search group membership for data instances. As kNN is a well-known 

classifier applied comprehensively in the various research area for data analysis. It has 

several drawbacks such as computational complexity and high storage requirements. In 

such case, K-Prototype algorithm is a promising solution for that problem as it provides 

choosing a subset of data with various clusters.  

The main idea of this system is to help users to obtain user-preference dress 

automatically in the dress dataset by applying kNN and K-Prototype algorithm. In this 

work, the k nearest neighbors of a given data instance may lie in the same cluster. Thus, 

the kNN search can be efficiently performed in two stages: (a) grouping stage to cluster 

the most similar dress and (b) testing stage to select the k nearest neighbors within selected 

the cluster from the first stage. The user input query is required to calculate the distance 

measure only the closest centroid of all clusters by applying the kNN rule with the instances 

in that cluster. Therefore, it is able to search the user-preference based on the generated 

clusters.  

The proposed model with K-Prototype clustering and kNN has been successfully 

used for mark able improved searching of clothing dataset.  kNN can be applied  the most 

similar cluster instead of using the whole training data from obtained clusters based on the 

grouping stage.  This system can save the processing time by using combination of the K-

Prototype and kNN algorithm rather than using conventional kNN. According to the 

experiment results based on testing with known data and unknown data, the proposed 

system is faster than conventional kNN.  In addition, RMSE values of different clusters are 
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also compared.  In proposed system, as the number of cluster increases, the values of RMSE 

also increases.  To get balanced in comparison of time and RMSE values, the suitable 

number of clusters based on the number of data objects should be applied as the previous 

stage of kNN. 

 

5.1  Advantages of the System 

K-Prototypes algorithm can be used for both numeric and categorical attributes 

without changing the data type.  It can reduce processing time rather than K-Means and 

does not generate empty clusters.  As a result of applying cluster based on grouping stage, 

kNN search algorithm can be applied in the most similar cluster instead of using the whole 

data, lowering the computational cost of the kNN. This system provides searching a list of 

dresses that is suitable for user preferred attributes by saving the labor and searching time 

for shopkeeper to get the most matched clothes. The experimental results showed that 

significant improvement in execution time performance of this combined methods. The 

execution time of the proposed method is faster than the conventional kNN. The error rate 

difference of output results between kNN and proposed system is only slightly different. 

 

5.2  Limitation of the System 

The limitation of the system is that it is more efficient when data set are large. If 

data set is small, it has a few issues when splitting data into clusters. In the implementation 

of clothes searching system, the user must have to input the values of all attributes for 

getting a preference list of clothes through examining of the combined approaches (K-

Prototype and kNN).  Defining the input data with the most appropriate attributes might 

have a considerable impact on the performance of the searching in testing stage. The main 

assumption of our combined approach is that the k nearest neighbors of a given instance 

lie in the same cluster.  

 

5.3  Further Extension 

The current work of this thesis combined the K-Prototype clustering and kNN 

search algorithm that has been successfully used for getting the most matched clothes.  It 

is needed to consider some more approach as there are instances belonging to more than 
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one cluster when applying soft fuzzy clustering approaches. An alternative of kNN 

algorithm can also be extended to generate results for conducting the accuracy of various 

classification methods. Furthermore, the choice of input parameters such as the number of 

clusters, number of nearest neighbors and other factors in these algorithms make our model 

more challengeable topic. Moreover, the performance of this system can be evaluated by 

using various evaluation methods. In the future, this system can be used to test a large 

amount of training data and testing data. 
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